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ABOUT HOLO

Holo is a distributed cloud hosting marketplace for peer-to-peer apps built on Holochain. We're helping
to build a better Web.

Holo is to cloud hosting what Airbnb was to hotels—anyone can become a host by turning their computer into a
source of revenue, getting paid in HoloFuel for hosting peer-to-peer applications to the legacy web. By hosting
P2P apps, you support a web that empowers your peers and communities.

As of this morning we have over 50 testers who have sent what I estimate are hundreds of

messages on nearly 30 channels. This is our best live test of Holochain on HoloPorts to date.

Some specific details: 1. Messages that get sent, are received. If others are online when the

message is sent, it can be received nearly instantaneously.2. If a user is offline or if their

browser is disconnected from their device when others send messages. Those are also received,

but they take a slower route using Holochain gossip.3. Eventual Consistency is the promise of

Holochain and that is what we are experiencing. Received messages get placed in the order that

they were sent when gossip updates the list.Holochain data-integrity and basic networking are

proving to be a complete success in this test.4. The user-experience is not perfect. Sometimes

the browser disconnects and users lose the message they were writing. This is an app issue, that

in our proof of concept we did not code for. It is something that full feature messenger apps can

handle easily.5. . We are learning things that will have us be able to better communicate with

other app developers about the intricacies of writing apps on Holochain vs centralised

databases. On occasion, it seems like a message disappears, but it always displays again when

gossip updates.6. We are learning things about HoloPorts - it seems that when we have the

HoloPort look for an update, it disconnects the browser session for the chat app. (That means

that an active user may get message slower because their app is thought to be inactive, when it

isn't.)I'll say it again. This test, for us, is about testing our infrastructure. It is about testing

Holochain RSM and it is about testing HoloPorts running Holochain over open networks. We

are not trying to build a full-feature messaging app. We are excited that others will do that. Feel

free to start with the code in the open-source elemental chat repo. Overall the test is extremely

successful. We have found no blockers to our continued work on Holochain or on Holo. This is

fantastic.
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